NOTES:
1. MATERIAL: FLEX 40.4*15.4mm P/N: 2065600002.
   CABLE: 2.13 mm
   CONNECTOR: OD1.13,2.5H U.FL CONNECTOR(GOLD PLATED)
2. FOR PULL TEST, CAN NOT LIFT UP IN THE VERTICAL DIRECTION.
3. SOLDER MASK: BLACK.
4. APPLICATION SPEC PLEASE REFER TO AS OF 2065600050.
5. PRODUCT SPEC PLEASE REFER TO PS OF 2065600050.
6. PACKAGING DRAWING PLEASE REFER TO PK OF 2065600050.
7. THE CONNECTOR WILL BE PROTECTED WITH A CAP.

DETAIL A
FLEX LAYER

LPI SOLDER MASK (10-15um)
Cu PATTERN (18-20um)
BASE PI (12.5um)
ADHESIVE (3M9077:50um)
RELEASE PAPER (150um)

PRINT TEXT (COLOR:WHITE)

MAX 2.0 mm WITH SOLDER PASTE
(INCLUDE FLEX)

VERTICAL DIRECTION
SEE NOTE 2

SOLDERING PAD
CONNECTOR
CABLE

ITEM | MATERIAL NO. | CABLE LENGTH*L1" | CABLE LENGTH*L2"
-----|--------------|------------------|------------------
1    | 2065600050   | 43.3mm           | 50mm             
2    | 2065600100   | 93.3mm           | 100mm            
3    | 2065600150   | 143.3mm          | 150mm            
4    | 2065600200   | 193.3mm          | 200mm            
5    | 2065600250   | 243.3mm          | 250mm            
6    | 2065600300   | 293.3mm          | 300mm            
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